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Abstract
This paper describes the creation of a Unix-compatible le system with highly scalable
performance and size. The le system is on the CM-5 backed by a scalable array of disks.
Using the Unix le system (UFS) from the SunOS 4.1.2 kernel as a base and modifying it to
support Connection Machine (CM) operations, we have created a new le system, the scalable
le system, or sfs. We discuss the CM operations we support, such as parallel reads and writes
to the processing nodes of the Connection Machine, the use of NFS to support many partitions
of processing nodes on the CM, support for very large le sizes (64-bit) and support for odd
numbers of disk drives. The tradeo s and decisions made during the course of this project as
well as performance data for varying numbers of disk drives are provided.

1 Introduction
The data parallel programming model is the predominant programming paradigm on the CM-5.
Typical applications deal with tremendously large data sets. When hundreds or thousands of
SPARC processors require access to this data simultaneously, a high bandwidth I/O mechanism
is necessary. The CM-5 requires a mass storage system that can support terabytes of data and
transfer speeds of hundreds of megabytes per second. With today's technology, no single disk can
ful ll those requirements; by using multiple disks and striping the data across all of them, we can
meet the data rates required. We have created a highly scalable disk array (SDA) that provides
great exibility in I/O capabilities as well as exibility in le system organization. These systems
with the hardware and software described in this paper are currently running at dozens of customer
sites.
CMOST, the operating system that controls the CM-5 derives directly from SunOS 4.1.2. It
runs on the control processor (CP), which is a SPARCstation that controls access and use of the
Connection Machine processing nodes (PN). The control processor regulates access to I/O devices
from the PNs. Since the CP runs a derivative of SunOS, we wanted our le system to have Unixcompatibility. Using UFS[5, 3] as a starting point, we created our own le system, called sfs,
which is backed by the SDA. One of the primary functions that sfs serves is to provide the CP
 CM-5
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with the information necessary to allow parallel I/O from the processing nodes to the SDA. UFS
was inadequate for our needs in several ways:
1. It does not have support for le system block sizes and fragment sizes that are not a power
of 2.
2. It does not support our parallel calls.
3. It does not have support for les larger than 2 gigabytes.
4. For les that are many megabytes in size, it produces highly fragmented les.
Due to the volume of changes required to support these four items, we chose to create a new le
system type instead of making the changes in UFS.
In this paper, Section 2 presents a general hardware overview of the CM-5 and Section 3 gives
an overview of the SDA architecture. These give the reader an understanding of how the hardware
we are dealing with impacts the decisions we made. Then, Section 4 discusses the basic mechanics
of parallel I/O and how it interacts with the rest of the system. Then Section 5 continues with a
discussion of the support and design changes made to our sfs le system and to NFS in Section 6.
Section 7 shows performance data showing the capability of this system. Section 8 concludes with
a summary and future work.

2 CM-5 Architecture Overview
2.1 Hardware Architecture
The CM-5 may have tens to thousands of processing nodes. Each node has its own memory and
may be executing programs written in either SIMD-style or MIMD-style. Access to the nodes is
supervised by the Control Processor.
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Figure 1: CM-5 Hardware Overview
Two scalable communication networks connect all CPs and PNs as shown in Figure 1. The
Control Network handles communications that a ect or involve all the nodes, such as broadcasts
or synchronization operations. The Data Network handles data trac { generally point-to-point
operations. The SDA is also attached to these networks. The PNs and CPs communicate via
the Control Network and all the I/O related activity occurs over the Data Network. The network
design provides low latency for transmissions to near neighboring addresses, while preserving a
high, predictable bandwidth for more distant communications[10]. The CP on which the SDA le
system resides is designated as the IOCP.

High speed external networks, such as HIPPI, are connected directly to the Data Network.
Slower external networks, such as Ethernet or FDDI, connect into the CM-5 via the control processor.
In order to provide a scalable high performance disk subsystem, one must spread data across
multiple disks. For protection of data against disk failures, the SDA uses a Redundant Array
of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) [7, 9] model. The Data Network within the CM-5 carries 20-byte
packets for I/O; a 4-byte header precedes 16 bytes of data. A RAID level 3 implementation implies
that a small amount of data is written to each disk, and parity data is written for each disk stripe
of data. With our packet size, it is natural to choose 16 bytes as the amount of data written to
each disk before moving on to the next. With each stripe of data, 16 bytes of parity information
is stored on an additional parity disk. The parity disk allows reconstruction of any data which is
missing due to a disk failure. This RAID-3 implementation is geared toward reads and writes of
large amounts of data.
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Figure 2: Partitioning the CM-5
The processing nodes of a CM-5 system can be con gured into one or more partitions as shown
in Figure 2. Each partition is assigned a partition manager { a CP that bears the responsibility
for managing the process executing in that partition. The operating system con gures the Control
Network and Data Network to match the partition structure.
The I/O devices and IOCPs reside in areas of the network address space which are outside
any speci c partition. Therefore, the I/O devices appear as a global shared resource. There is
always additional network capacity for carrying data between partitions and I/O devices. Hence,
system-wide data trac does not interfere with or impede trac that stays within a partition.

2.2 Software Architecture
A parallel program runs within a partition consisting of a CP and a set of PNs. When performing
le system operations, the CP is the client requesting the I/O operation and the IOCP is the
le server. The client/server model is well suited to this environment because there can be many
partitions sharing the same le system. The control part of the transaction is handled by the NFS
protocol. (See Section 6 for more details). The data, however, ows directly between the PNs and
the I/O devices over the Data Network. The separation of control and data is done because of
the very di erent latency versus bandwidth tradeo s required by the two types of data movement.
The separation of control and data is similar to the mechanism used on the CM-2 I/O system[2]
and the IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model[1].
A program called the time sharing daemon runs on the CP and controls processes requesting

CM-5 resources. It works in conjunction with the Unix kernel and schedules processes to run on
the PNs. In some ways, it can be considered an extension of the kernel. When a CM-5 process
requests an I/O operation to the SDA, the time sharing daemon acts on its behalf. The time
sharing daemon, using the user's le descriptor, makes a parallel I/O system call to the kernel to
access the SDA via the le system. However, the time sharing daemon and the PNs are wholly
responsible for the actual I/O operation. This le system transaction will be covered in more detail
in Section 4 and Section 5. Now let's take a closer look at the architecture of the SDA.

3 SDA Architecture
One or more units known as Disk Storage Nodes (DSN) comprise the CM-5 disk subsystem. As
illustrated in Figure 3, each node contains eight 1.2 gigabyte SCSI disk drives, four SCSI channels,
an 8 Mb data bu er, a 20 Mb/second Network Interface and a SPARC processor with its own 8
Mb memory. Each DSN runs a controller microkernel that mediates the I/O between the CM-5
and the drives. DSNs are packaged in units of three as backplanes. Therefore, systems have disks
in quantities of 24, 48, 72, etc. Typical con gurations might use 22 or 46 or 70 data disks, one
parity disk, and one spare disk. By adding more DSNs, you add a balanced amount of bandwidth
from the disk through the network interface. By increasing the number of Data Network addresses,
which happens automatically when you add more DSNs, you increase the overall Data Network
bandwidth as well.
As shown in Figure 1 in Section 2, the SDAs are connected to the Data Network. Each DSN
occupies enough network address space to guarantee its sustained 20 Mb/second transfer rate to
anywhere in the CM-5.

3.1 Logical Devices
The le system interacts with an abstract virtual disk implemented on top of a set of disks. This
set of disks is termed a logical device. A Logical Device (LD) consists of an arbitrary number of
physical disks grouped together into a RAID 3 disk system. Data is striped 16 bytes per disk.
The LD appears as one large disk to the le system. The system administrator edits an ASCII le
to select which physical disks become a member of a logical device. There may currently be up
to 255 data disks and an optional parity disk in the LD. The con guration of the logical devices
is downloaded to the CMOST kernel and to all the DSN kernels running on each of the DSN
controllers.
The con guration information describes each logical device. There are four components of the
system that require this information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The device driver in the CMOST kernel.
The DSN microkernel.
The timesharing daemon.
The PN microkernel.

The \master" version of the con guration information resides in the CMOST kernel. All other
components make queries to the kernel to retrieve it. We use a timestamp mechanism[4] to maintain consistency of this information across the system. An example of some of the information
maintained in the con guration tables includes:
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Figure 3: DSN board









The number of disks in the logical device.
The network addresses of those disks.
Whether this logical device has a parity drive.
The timestamp associated with the logical device.
A ag indicating the device's state (such as online).
The network address of the IOCP for this device.
The dev t representing this device.

Logical devices are global across the CM-5. Lookups of this information can be done using the
dev t.

3.2 DSN Microkernel
The SPARC processor on the DSN board runs code which serves as the disk controller rmware
for the drives connected to that DSN board. The controller microkernel translates I/O requests
for a logical device into speci c SCSI controller commands. If a logical device spans more than
one DSN, then one DSN is the master of the LD and the other DSNs are slaves. An I/O request
is directed to the master DSN which forwards the command to the slaves.
For a read operation, the master and slaves transfer their data asynchronously. As the slaves
nish, they send a done message to the master. The master sends a done message to the source

when all DSNs nish. For a write operation, the master and each slave enable their hardware
bu ers to receive the data. Each slave sends a message to the master indicating how much data it
can receive. The master sums this information and sends the total to the source. The source then
transmits the data to each DSN. This process iterates until all the data is transmitted. If any of
the DSNs detect a disk error, then the done message sent to the source indicates the logical disk
in error and the block where the error occurred.

4 Parallel I/O
This section describes parallel I/O in general. The current implementation, described below, uses
the time sharing daemon to dispatch a user's parallel I/O request. Scheduling constraints dictated
that the time sharing daemon handle parallel I/O. Our eventual goal is to move parallel I/O
completely into the kernel and remove some of the latency and overhead. There are several other
issues, such as supervisor access to the Control Network, that make this work more than trivial.
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A parallel I/O request really contains three distinct operations. The rst, illustrated in Figure 4,
shows the time sharing daemon asking the le system for the list of disk blocks relevant to the
I/O request. The second portion, shown in Figure 5, indicates that once the I/O is set up, the
time sharing daemon tells the PNs to commence the I/O, and a high bandwidth transfer takes
place directly between the SDA and the PNs. The nal operation, seen in Figure 6, cleans up the
remainder of the I/O. The SDA sends an acknowledgment to the time sharing daemon, who then
nishes the I/O with the le system. The le system unlocks the inode, increments the le o set
and cleans up from the I/O.
The major drawback in this scheme is the latency involved in initiating a parallel I/O operation.
This overhead is due to the setup time involved in passing the ts-daemon the user's le descriptor
and to the time spent by the ts-daemon retrieving the block information from the kernel and then
coordinating the transfer between the SCN's and and the processing nodes. Once the data starts
owing between the SDA and the processing nodes, the disks perform quite reasonably as described
in Chapter 7.

5 Scalable File System
Since we began with a goal of a Unix-compatible le system, it seemed logical to begin with the
UFS sources and modify them to suit the needs of our system. Basically, four major areas needed
support and modi cation in our new le system:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Support for large les.
Support for our parallel read and write calls.
Handling of le system block sizes that are not a power of two.
Slight modi cations to block allocation.

Our intent was to preserve the current performance of UFS and not impact the standard read or
write paths with our changes. We can boot an sfs le system on a Sun workstation on a SCSI disk.
Timing tests show that our le system performs the same as UFS, when running to the same disk.
While not surprising, it was pleasing to know we had no negative impact on general performance
in the le system.

5.1 Large Files
Supercomputer applications typically deal with very large les. Data sets of tens of gigabytes
are not uncommon. Therefore, le system support for very large les is imperative. While the
Berkeley Fast File System itself does nothing to restrict le sizes, higher level le I/O support
within SunOS limits le sizes and o sets to sizes representable within 32 bits.
In order to support very large les, several changes were required to SunOS above the le system
level. One change was to add a vfs ag, VFS BIGFILES, indicating that the le system supports
large les. Other changes relate to maintenance of position within a le, and to representation of
the absolute size of a le. We address le o set maintenance rst.
In order to keep track of le o sets not representable in 32 bits, we added a new fundamental
system data type which we called a longlong t. This structure is a composite type of two 32

bit integers laid out most signi cant word rst, for compatibility with the Gnu C compiler GCC.
An additional type, offset t, is de ned simply as a longlong t for clarity when dealing with le
o sets.
By including an ANSI long long within the type, user space applications including kernel
header les can be compiled with an ANSI compiler, allowing them to use long long arithmetic
directly. We did not feel comfortable switching the compiler used to build the Unix kernel itself at
this point, so kernel operations on longlong t data structures are handled explicitly in the code.
Only two system data structures required changes to support large le o sets. First, the le
o set eld within the le structure was changed from an off t to an offset t. The uio o set
eld within struct uio was also increased to 64 bits. By adding macros to each modi ed header
le de ning the old structure element names to refer to the low order word of the new 64 bit o set
elds we could minimize the changes required to the system outside the system call layer and the
SDA le system itself.
In addition to extending the data structures, minor changes were required to several routines at
the le and vnode layers of the kernel. Any routines above the le system layer which manipulated
le o sets needed to be taught about the new 64 bit types. Speci c examples of code requiring
slight changes include uiomove() and seek(). We also added a new llseek() system call to allow
programs to manipulate le position beyond 2 Gigabytes.
Slight changes to the core system were also necessary to handle very large les. In SunOS, le
system attribute information is contained in a struct vattr, which carries stat information in a le
system independent format. The le size component of this structure was extended to 64 bits. As
with le o sets, we took care here to allow existing kernel code to continue to access the low order
portion of the le size eld with the same name, eliminating the need for extensive changes within
non-sfs le system code.
Special enhancements for sfs were required in performing serial I/O when the current seek
position was not representable in 32 bits. SunOS performs serial I/O operations through the VM
system. The high level le system entrypoints (the VOP RDWR routines) perform any necessary
block allocation, and then copy data between user space and a kernel virtual memory segment
which is backed by the le system. For each page within this segment, the VM system tracks
the inode and le o set mapped by this page. Unfortunately, this le o set is stored as a 32 bit
quantity. Extending this eld to 64 bits required much more extensive surgery on the SunOS VM
system than we cared to undertake. Instead, we chose to handle serial le I/O di erently for o sets
requiring 64 bit representation.
The sfs serial I/O routine (SFS rwip) handles serial I/O for le o sets up to 2Gb exactly as
is done within the SunOS UFS le system. By following this path we can support mapped les
and text paging within the sfs le system just as within UFS, as long as the le o set remains
representable within 32 bits. For large les a di erent path is taken. I/O is done through the
bu er cache rather than through the VM system. The bu er cache tracks blocks by their block
number in DEV BSIZE (512 byte) units. By maintaining the cache by block number we e ectively
get 8 additional bits of le o set maintenance in the cache, allowing sfs to support read and write
operations on le o sets up to 2**39-1. Mmap operations on les at o sets not representable in
32 bits are not supported.

5.2 Parallel I/O
One of the key features of the SDA File System is its ability to support data parallel I/O operations.
Parallel I/O is implemented as a combination of code within the time sharing daemon, and le

system support code. The le system provides the mapping between le name and block lists, and
handles all serial I/O. The timesharing daemon actually performs all parallel I/O operations.
Two new system calls were added to support this function. CM read raw() and CM write raw()
are very similar in that both calls return lists of blocks to the time sharing daemon, with only
CM write raw() performing block allocation. Each of these calls is executable by the time sharing
daemon process only.
The time sharing daemon performs parallel I/O operations on behalf of user programs. Using
a le descriptor passed from the application, the time sharing daemon calls the sfs through the
CM read raw() and CM write raw() system calls to obtain a list of blocks involved in the I/O
operation.
The rst call to CM read raw() or CM write raw() places a lock on the inode involved. This
lock is held for the duration of the entire parallel I/O operation, being released only when the
timesharing daemon nishes the parallel I/O by calling CM read raw() or CM write raw() again.
A parallel I/O operation generally involves a large amount of data. As it uses the existing
UFS on-disk structure, the sfs represents les as lists of individual blocks. But unlike standard
UFS disk drivers, the SDA is optimized for transferring large contiguous block ranges, not for
individual block reads or writes. The CM read raw() and CM write raw() system calls support
this by coalescing the blocks returned by the le system block lookup routines into lists. The
block lists returned to the time sharing daemon are thus e ectively a set of extents to be used in
performing the I/O operations[6].

5.3 Odd File System Block Sizes
We use the term block stripe to refer to one 512 byte block on each data disk. The term disk stripe
is used to describe a logical chunk of data spread evenly with 16 bytes of data on each disk in the
array. Therefore, the block stripe size of a 46 data drive logical device is 23 Kbytes, and the disk
stripe size of such a con guration is 736 bytes.
UFS was designed for disk systems where the le system logical blocksize is some power of two
multiple of the fundamental disk block size. With the sfs we were faced with the situation where
the fundamental disk block size could be substantially larger than the desired logical le system
blocksize, and could under many conditions bear no reasonable mathematical relationship to it
whatsoever. A number of changes were required to support this.
Adding support for odd blocksizes involved changes in two areas, le system macros and serial
read and write processing. First all the le system macros which converted bytes to blocks, blocks
to fragments, etc required modi cation to use division and modulus instead of shifts and masks.
These changes were fairly straightforward and didn't involve major changes to the le system code
itself. In benchmarking the system on a Sun 4/300 with a SCSI disk we found that this had little
or no impact on le system performance.
Enhancing the serial I/O routines to handle odd block sizes required more e ort. As mentioned
earlier, SunOS performs serial I/O operations through the VM system. The high level le system
entrypoints (the VOP RDWR routines) perform any necessary block allocation, and then copy
data between user space and a kernel virtual memory segment which is backed by the le system.
The copy causes a fault, resulting in the le system page handling routines (VOP GETPAGE or
VOP PUTPAGE) being called to perform the actual I/O. But by this time the I/O operation
has been broken up into some sequence of PAGESIZE units, regardless of any e ort by the user
application to do I/O in le system blocksize units!

Pages do not map nicely onto le system blocks which are not a power-of-two number of bytes
in size. The challenge in supporting serial I/O eciently with odd blocksizes is to group page I/O's
together to form some integral number of full block I/O's. The sfs getpage and putpage routines
attempt to do disk I/O in chunks of the least common multiple of the machine pagesize and the
le system blocksize. A second problem is that a single page can span several logical blocks within
a le. A single page may require two separate disk I/O's to complete. By limiting the minimum
le system blocksize to be at least as large as the system pagesize we avoid the situation where
three I/O's may be required to handle a page.

5.4 Block Allocation
The sfs uses the UFS on disk structure and allocation policies. When rotational delay is zero, the
UFS policies reduce approximately to a cylinder group based extent allocator. The le system
will attempt to allocate new blocks immediately following the last block in an existing le. The
UFS policies generally allocate blocks for di erent les from di erent cylinder groups, with the
exception of les within the same directory, which are allocated together.
This policy, in combination with extent coalescing in the parallel I/O routines, suits sfs fairly
well. Problems arise, however, when simultaneous le extensions are done to les being allocated
within the same cylinder group. Under this situation the les are not allocated as extents but
instead have their blocks intimately mingled together. For parallel I/O operations this results in
a single I/O requiring many extents, greatly reducing performance.
Although work in this area is not yet complete, an approach involving applying an allocation
lock on a cylinder group basis for the duration of a le extension operation has shown some
potential for increasing the average size of extents allocated under these conditions.

6 Network File System
The CM-5 has several SPARCstations acting as partition managers. Therefore, it seemed natural
to have partition managers mount sfs le systems over NFS[8]. Several reasons motivated this
choice over implementing our own mechanism for remotely accessing the le system. Foremost,
NFS is a widely used and well understood method. The extensions necessary to support our
parallel calls would be minimal. Also, since sfs is Unix-compatible, users on any workstation
could remotely mount and access the SDA.
At mount time, the partition manager, as a client, determines whether the remote le system
is a CM-5 le system. This information is maintained in a bit in the mntinfo structure. If the bit
is set, the parallel I/O system calls are allowed. Otherwise an error condition is returned to the
user.
Two new RPC calls were added to support the CM read raw() and CM write raw() parallel
I/O system calls from the time sharing daemon. Since the parallel I/O calls split into a \begin"
and an \end" half, the new RPCs, RFS PARIOB and RFS PARIOE, are functionally split along
those same lines. The rst returns the disk block information to the time sharing daemon, and
the second completes the operation. The same locking issues that are present in sfs apply here as
well for the rnode. The rnode is locked when the \begin" call completes, and it does not become
unlocked until the \end" call.
Additional RPC calls were necessary to handle le sizes greater than 2 gigabytes due to in-

creased sizes in some of the message elds. We needed to support 64-bit size elds while maintaining
compatibility with existing NFS protocols. Five calls required these changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Getting attributes, RFS GETATTRL.
Setting attributes, RFS SETATTRL.
Reading, RFS READL.
Writing, RFS WRITEL.
Lookup operations, RFS LOOKUPL.

We could not change the existing versions of those calls, because then our NFS would not be
compatible with the rest of the world for standard Unix calls. So, we added new 64-bit versions of
those calls. The need for 64-bit version of the rst four calls is straightforward. Lookups needed
to support 64-bit les because the result of a lookup operation returns attributes about the le it
looked up, including the le size. As mentioned in Section 5, each mount point may have a ag
set indicating it supports \big" les. If that ag is set, then the client uses the 64-bit versions of
those calls where appropriate.

7 Performance
Our goal was to provide a scalable le system capable of running on top of the SDA within a CM-5
system. The performance goal for the rst release of the sfs software was to obtain a rate of 1.5
Mb/second per disk on read operations and a rate of 1 Mb/second per disk on write operations
across a wide range of disk con gurations. We have achieved these performance goals on le
systems spanning from 16 to 118 disk drives. Although a system with 118 data drives was the
largest we had available to run the tests, the hardware and software systems can support much
larger con gurations.
Our test measured the amount of time it took to execute the parallel read and write system
calls. Each performance test was run ten times for each data point. The highest and lowest
performance result were discarded and the other eight trials were averaged and plotted here. All
the performance numbers presented in this paper were measured reading and writing regular les,
not using the raw device. Each test was run on a partition with 128 nodes. The system was up
and running in multi-user mode, although our program was the only parallel process running.
A logical device generally contains data drives and one parity drive and one spare drive to use
in case of a disk failure. Therefore one to ve backplanes of SDAs typically contain 22, 46, 70, 94
and 118 data disks respectively. We also show performance numbers for power of two data disk
con gurations containing 16 and 32 data disks. The disks are SCSI based IBM Model 0663E15,
which are able to sustain raw transfers at approximately 2 Mb/second on reads and about 1.8
Mb/second on writes.
Figure 7 shows how the e ective transfer rate for read operations varies according to the size
of the transfer for le systems utilizing various disk con gurations. The graph shows that read
performance improves as we continue to add disks drives over a range from 16 to 118 drives. The
highest read transfer rate achieved was over 185 Mb/second when using 118 data drives. Each
curve periodically shows a slight drop in performance at transfer sizes that are somewhere between
64 and 256 Mb. This slight decrease in performance at those speci c values is due to the additional
overhead involved in switching to a di erent indirect block. File systems with a power of 2 number
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Figure 7: Read performance with 128 nodes
of disks have a le system block size of 16Kb. This allows for 4096 block addresses in each indirect
block. Each indirect block can thus address 16Kb  4096 = 64Mb of data. This is most clearly
shown in the line for 32 disk drives. For the le systems with a non power of two number of data
disks, the le system block size is somewhere between 16Kb and 32Kb depending on the number
of disks. Notice that for small transfers, larger disk con gurations perform more slowly. This is
shown by the crossing lines of the graphs near the origin. This behavior re ects additional latency
in the larger con gurations, due to their having additional DSN controllers and hence, needing to
send more messages. The next release of the system software will decrease this latency with the
goal of eliminating any di erences in performance at the small transfer sizes.
Figure 8 shows how the e ective transfer rate for write operations varies according to the size
of the transfer for le systems utilizing various disk con gurations. Results are presented for the
same disk con gurations as reads. The shapes of the curves are similar between reads and writes
with the write performance topping out around 1 Mb/second per disk while the read performance
tops out around 1.5 Mb/second per disk. Write performance is less than read performance for a
number of reasons, including the fact that the physical disks perform reads faster than writes and
also the bu er size limitations on the DSN boards. Again notice the slight dips due to indirect
block access. Latency for large disk con gurations causes the lines to cross near the origin for
writes as well.
Figure 9 shows how the maximume ective transfer rate per disk for read and write operations
varies according to the number of disks used for le systems with a varying number of drives. The
amount of data transferred per disk is held constant at 2 Mb for this graph. (I.e. 32Mb for 16
disks, 44Mb for 22 disks, etc.) An optimum line for this graph would be a perfectly at horizontal
line. Our data shows nearly optimum scaling. This graph clearly shows that we have achieved
scalable le system performance across almost an order of magnitude change in the number of disk
drives.
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Figure 8: Write performance with 128 nodes
The performance of the SDA le system is determined by several factors, including the time
required to execute the le system code on the CP and the time required to process the request on
the DSN controllers. These times remain relatively constant regardless of the partition size and
disk con guration. The number of disks used and the number of PNs in the partition determine
the e ective transfer rate, which allows the performance of the le system to scale according to the
size of the machine. By allocating blocks contiguously we are able to sustain transfer rates which
are a signi cant percentage of the raw disk transfer rate.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown that you can build a Unix-compatible le system which is truly scalable in both
size and performance. For large data transfers 118 disks have been used in parallel to achieve
extremely high transfer rates on a single I/O. Modifying the disk block allocation algorithms to
give us large contiguous extents gave us excellent performance results while not adversely a ecting
the standard read and write paths. We have shown that we have met our performance goals for
reads and writes.
We recognize some limitations and latency issues in our implementation. We would like to move
the parallel I/O system calls into the kernel and remove the overhead of having the time sharing
daemon coordinate the I/O. We would like to address the latencies involved in coordinating many
DSN boards. Obviously, we are also investigating new hardware, faster and bigger disk drives to
increase the performance of the system.
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Figure 9: Per-disk read and write performance with 128 nodes
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